While we at Great Northern Popcorn pride ourselves on providing a quality product, from time to time parts do need to be replaced. When replacing the kettle for your Great Northern Popcorn Popper, it is important to know exactly which one to order, as not all kettles are the same.

If you follow this guide, it should help you determine which kettle to order.

Let’s Get Started!

First, do you know how many ounces your kettle is?

What Size is Your Kettle?

1) 16 ounce
2) 12 ounce
3) 10 ounce
4) 8 ounce
5) 6 ounce
6) 4 ounce
7) 2.5 ounce
8) Don’t know.
I don’t know what size my kettle is.

That’s okay, sometimes these machines can be confusing and there are a lot of things to consider. So let’s break it down just a bit to see if we can narrow it down.

Let’s measure the diameter of your kettle in inches Click on the link of the measurement yours is closest to:

1. 11” across?
2. 10” across?
3. 9” across?
4. 6” to 6 ½ “ across?
12 Ounce Kettle 4084

Look closely at the picture below. If this looks like the kettle you are looking for, then the one you need to order is a 4084 Kettle. Click HERE if it looks nothing like your kettle. Click HERE to start over.

Click HERE to order now.

If this does not look like your kettle and you are certain you own a Great Northern Popcorn 12 ounce machine, please call 1-800-665-0728

Or e-mail us at sales@greatnorthernpopcorn.com
**8 Ounce Kettles**

Now we need to determine what kind of plug your 8 ounce kettle has. Click on the plug found on your kettle (Click **HERE** to start over):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3 Prong Plug</th>
<th>Barrel Style Connector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer Style Plug</td>
<td>No Cord or Plug</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Click on the plug found on your kettle to proceed.
3-Pronged Power Cord Style

Choose the handle style that best matches your kettle (Click HERE to start over):

- 90 Degree Bent Handle
- Slightly Bent to Right Handle
- Slightly Bent to Left Handle
Barrel Style Connector

Which kettle best represents your kettle? (Click HERE to start over)

Kettle with lid

Kettle without lid
6201 Kettle

Look closely at the picture below. If this looks like the kettle you are looking for, then the one you need to order is a 6201 Kettle. Click HERE if it looks nothing like your kettle. Click HERE to start over.

This kettle is currently out of production. Click HERE to contact our customer support to find an alternate solution or to send yours in for repair.
4081 Kettle

Look closely at the picture below. If this looks like the kettle you are looking for, then the one you need to order is a 4081 Kettle. Click HERE if it looks nothing like your kettle. Click HERE to start over.

[Click HERE to order now.]
4082 Kettle

Look closely at the picture below. If this looks like the kettle you are looking for, then the one you need to order is a **4082 Kettle**. Click [HERE](#) if it looks nothing like your kettle. Click [HERE](#) to start over.

[Click HERE to order now.](#)
9155 Kettle

Look closely at the picture below. If this looks like the kettle you are looking for, then the one you need to order is a 9155 Kettle. Click HERE if it looks nothing like your kettle. Click HERE to start over.

This kettle is currently out of production. Click HERE to contact our customer support to find an alternate solution or to send yours in for repair.
9167 Kettle

Look closely at the picture below. If this looks like the kettle you are looking for, then the one you need to order is a 9167 Kettle. Click HERE if it looks nothing like your kettle. Click HERE to start over.

Click Here to order now.
9040 Kettle

Look closely at the picture below. If this looks like the kettle you are looking for, then the one you need to order is a 9040 Kettle. Click HERE if it looks nothing like your kettle. Click HERE to start over.

Click HERE to order now.
4083 Kettle

Look closely at the picture below. If this looks like the kettle you are looking for, then the one you need to order is a **4083 Kettle**. Click [HERE](#) if it looks nothing like your kettle. Click [HERE](#) to start over.

[Click HERE to order now.](#)
4 or 6 Ounce Kettles

Now we need to determine what kind of plug your 4 ounce kettle has. Click on the plug found on your kettle (Click HERE to start over):

- **3 Prong Plug**
- **Barrel Style Connector**
- **Computer Style Plug**
8046 Kettle

Look closely at the picture below. If this looks like the kettle you are looking for, then the one you need to order is a **8046 Kettle**. Click [HERE](#) if it looks nothing like your kettle. Click [HERE](#) to start over.

[Click HERE to order now.](#)
9168 Kettle

Look closely at the picture below. If this looks like the kettle you are looking for, then the one you need to order is a 9168 Kettle. Click HERE if it looks nothing like your kettle. Click HERE to start over.

Click HERE to order now.
3-Prong Plug 6” wide Kettles

There are two kettles you might have, and the only way to determine which one is correct for your machine is by measuring the depth of the inside of the kettle. So let’s measure it, and click on the one that is closest to the one you have (Click HERE to start over).

![2 Inches Deep](image1.png)

![2 5/8" Deep](image2.png)
9165 Kettle

Look closely at the picture below. If this looks like the kettle you are looking for, then the one you need to order is a 9165 Kettle. Click HERE if it looks nothing like your kettle. Click HERE to start over.

Click HERE to order now.
9220 Kettle

Look closely at the picture below. If this looks like the kettle you are looking for, then the one you need to order is a 9220 Kettle. Click HERE if it looks nothing like your kettle. Click HERE to start over.

Click HERE to order now.
2.5 Ounce Kettles

Which kettle best represents your kettle (Click HERE to start over)?

- **Kettle without handle**
- **Kettle with handle**
9210 Kettle

Look closely at the picture below. If this looks like the kettle you are looking for, then the one you need to order is a 9210 Kettle. Click HERE if it looks nothing like your kettle. Click HERE to start over.

Click HERE to order now.
9208 Kettle

Look closely at the picture below. If this looks like the kettle you are looking for, then the one you need to order is a 9208 Kettle. Click HERE if it looks nothing like your kettle. Click HERE to start over.

Click HERE to order now.
4085 10oz Kettle

Look closely at the picture below. If this looks like the kettle you are looking for, then the one you need to order is a 4085 10oz Kettle. Click HERE if it looks nothing like your kettle. Click HERE to start over.

Contact customer service to order this kettle. 1-800-665-0728
4086 16oz Kettle

Look closely at the picture below. If this looks like the kettle you are looking for, then the one you need to order is a 4085 10oz Kettle. Click HERE if it looks nothing like your kettle. Click HERE to start over.

Contact customer service to order this kettle. 1-800-665-0728
Still Need Help?

If you are still having trouble we would be glad to help you out. Please use the number or e-mail address below and we will do our best to get you what you need.

1-800-665-0728

Or e-mail us at sales@greatnorthernpopcorn.com

Click [HERE](#) to start over.